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REACH The Profile
Who We Are

Founded  1983 in Beirut Lebanon

Expansion More locations: UAE, Saudi 
Arabia  (Jeddah and Riyadh), 
Jordan

Coverage Mashreq, Gulf, Egypt, North 
Africa, Iraq

Export Advanced  technologies to 58 
countries  around the world

Group WIN GIA group:  72 companies  
around the world with  over
1bn US $ aggregated income

Partnerships Excellence MS Network, the 
only international network for 
Mystery Shopping

Professional 
membership

ESOMAR (European Society for 
Opinion and Market Research)

MSPA (Mystery Shopping 
Providers Association) 



REACH The Profile
Our Team

Our team – One unit

 A variety of academic backgrounds so no 
significant dimension in a project is missed

 Always the right expert for each and every 
client requirement 

 Up to date on latest technologies and practices 
to keep our customers ahead 

 Sensitive to markets cultural diversities, for 
appropriate strategies design



REACH The Profile
Our business areas

CommunicationBranding & TrackingConsumer Segmentation

Mystery Shopping Urban & Real EstatePricing  

Customer Satisfaction Public Opinion and Social B2B 
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REACH The Values
Philosophy

Since 1983 our company stands for finding out for its customers “what creates value, what creates  
incremental value and in what combinations”– which is why we focus on research methods and 

approaches that deliver business results

As a qualified and experienced team, we base our work with our business partners on reliability, 
credibility and authenticity coupled with unmatched service quality

Innovation 

Business 
Oriented 

Reliability

Service 

Customer 
relationship 



REACH The Values
Core Drivers

We provide future oriented solutions 

Innovation

Controlled processes to produce 
trustworthy output in the shortest 
possible timelines

Efficiency

We ensure output is convertible into 
meaningful business results

Actionability

We provide years of expertise and high 
quality service at reasonable prices

Good Value



REACH The Values
Our Vision 

The future belongs 
to those who see possibilities 
before they become obvious.

John Scully



REACH The Values
Our Mission

Seeing what everybody has seen
and  thinking what

nobody has thought
Albert  Szent Gyorgi



REACH The Values
Our Way: “If we do not find a way we will create one” (Hannibal)

 Which segments  are relevant for your 
product?

 What are the market’s most important 
wants that are in scarce supply? 

 What are the wants that a product can 
credibly deliver on?

 At what price?

 How to best communicate the product 
benefits?

 How to expand the consumer base and/ 
or how to enhance the frequency of 
purchase?
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REACH The Services
Qualitative

Equipment

 7 fully equipped 
qualitative  rooms 

 One way mirror and 
video recording

 Skype and  Focus 
Vision streaming

People

 Highly trained    
moderators

 Analysts from the 
local culture able to 
interpret local 
expressions

 Trained  into looking 
beyond what is said

Technologies

 Non directive 
questioning

 Enabling and 
projective techniques 

 Group-Meter

 Reporting in words, 
images, and movies

Spectrum

 Focus Groups

 Conflict groups

 In-depth interviews

 Shopper research

 In home visits

 Ethnography



REACH The Services
Quantitative

Equipment

 78 CATI stations  with 
recording  and 
sample control 
facilities

 112 CAPI enabled 
computers with  
recording  and 
sample control 
facilities

Quality Control

 Training includes role 
playing

 Auditing recorded 
interviews in both 
CATI and CAPI 

 Flat-lining and 
similarities detection 
software

Sampling

 Random route, 
random sample 
where possible

 Quota controlled 
mall intercepts

 Snowballing where 
unexpected visits are 
not possible

Analytical Power

 Proficiency in major 
software packages: 
SPSS, Sawtooth,  
Quantum

 In-house developed 
softwares for original 
solutions

 Online tabulations
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Testimonials
General

“Thanks a lot for sharing Joseph. This is lovely and highly 

insightful!” Salim Zanari

“This report is a great synopsis of what occurred and will help me 

greatly in putting together a recommendation.” Kim Yeuseul

“We just completed the execution of a survey in the UAE and KSA 

with a firm called Reach Mass. Their performance was superb.”  

Akram Alami

“It has always been a challenge for us to find a reliable qualitative 

research partner, and it is our pleasure to have worked with you.” 

Diana Bautista-Amor



Testimonials
Solutions 

“(On BEAM)..a fantastic result that in its launch year Miracle Gro

is the brand leader! we have had to take the TV ad off the air until 

we can get our stock situation back under control.” Michelle 
Quickfall

“(On Mystery Shopping) …Our client is very satisfied of the way 

the visits were conducted and the watches dealt with.” Sophie 
Cuypers

“ICOM recommendations on how to increase effectiveness and 

efficiency of your marketing communication and consequently 

spending, are valid and can be used to predict in-market 

results.” Sofie Joassart


